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Thank you fou purchasing this AHD+TVI+CVBS 1080P camera 

and CCD camera Tester. Before you use this product,

Please read the instructions.

Safety warning：

     Do not expose this product to rain or moisture .

    Do not use thinner or other chemical t o  clean o r  wipe this 

device.

     Only use the specified power supply ;or use a standard 5v 1A 

     Turn off the power when the device is not in use.

    Any failure to follow the steps from the operation manual 

or a n y  modifications may cause this product to malfunction

Caution:

   Do not disassemble this device . Please contact your vendor for repair or
 maintenance 

    This product is not waterproof . Please avoid any liquid 

to come in contact with this product .

Temperature:

1.Keep this device way from excessive heat or fire.
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power supply 



temperature might cause damage to this product.

2.Please operate in environment of temperature between 

0-60?。

3.Please do not shift product from environment of low 

temperature change of temperature would cause damage to 

product.

Caution before use

Before using product. Please read instruction Manual.

Features:

   Testing Monitor with built-in Power supply 
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   Ideal for Cameras adjustment, inspection and Focus .



Description:

    Portable product

So Portable that is easy to use in anyplace,  anytime. It 

is easy to hold and do not need complicated equipment that 

hinders the inspecting and repairing.

 

    Monitor

4.3” high Resolution monitor gives a clear and sharp picture.
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Accessories:

- Power Cable
- A/V Cable
- AC/DC Power Adapter
- 4.3” Testing Monitor



CHARGE LED                 12v out LED        DATE LED            POWERLED

  
   Lasting Battery

Equipped with High Capacity Lithium battery it gives you about  6~7hrs 

of Battery life. (without using the DC output)
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Off/ON         DC 5V IN                AUDIO IN     DC 12V OUT 

VIDEO IN                            MENU                 USB 5V OUT            UTP SCAN

1. Please allow 6~8hrs on its first charge. Keep the unit power off while charging.

2. The RED LED will the on while it is charging and will turn off when 
completely charged

3. Also when plugging the power OUT, the RED LED will be on.

SPEAKER



Instructions:

1.Feed the video to the monitor using the BNC Connector located at the 
top of the Monitor. You can also power the camera using the
DC power Output from the Monitor.
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Specification


